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Moreover speaking, the entire Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region’s electric current energy had all gathered at 

this place so if he fails in advancement, his soul would be scattered and all these electric currents would 

immediately lose control completely. 

 The person who would bore the brunt and be torn into shred by the rampaging currents would be 

Huang Yueli who was the nearest to this place! 

 When Li Moying thought of this, he suddenly became frightened as his senses finally sobered up a little. 

 He forcefully suppressed the dizziness in his head as he gathered all his energy to control the Profound 

Energy within him, preparing to break through the bottleneck of the ninth stage realm. 

 Since things had come to such a pass, he no longer had a second choice and could only choose to 

advance immediately. 

 The faster he completed the advancement, the lesser pain he had to endure and the safer Li’er, who 

was at the boundary of the violent storm would be. 

 Finally, under his hard work, the electric currents energy slowly entered his body as the Profound 

Energy within him kept on contracting and concentrating as the changes to his body kept on speeding 

up. 

 The surrounding thunder attributed energy seemed as though it had reached the limit and was no 

longer rampaging, but slowly settled down as it struck a miraculous balance along with the speed of Li 

Moying absorbing the energy. 

 Li Moying’s advancement process finally passed the most dangerous point as it started to enter the 

stable period. 

 … 

 God Realm, Cloudy Qilin Sect. 

 Ever since Sage Wu Ding and Sage Dong had been obstructed by You Da Zhuang resulting in the lower 

realm genius’s demise, they were totally unable to recover for a long period of time. 

 Especially Sage Wu Ding, he had already closed his doors to visitors for more than half a month. 

 It was until today when Sage Dong visited him to play chess, did he give his old friend some face as he 

barely agreed to it. 
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 “I say, Old Man Wu Ding, stop being so melancholic. We Cloudy Qilin Clan’s history has been around for 

at least several hundred thousands of years and within the long history, we had many god grade 

geniuses. Although that lower realm genius’s aptitude was really great and it was indeed disappointing 



for him to have died, but since things had already happened, why do you still get yourself tangled over it 

for? Those who aren’t clear on this would probably think that he was your son or disciple?” 

 Sage Dong held on to the chess piece as he shook his head and advised him. 

 Sage Wu Ding gave him an angry stare, “Look at what you’re saying? As the Violet Sun Valley’s Valley 

Master, all the practitioners who had passed through Violet Sun Valley’s refinement are considered to 

be my disciples! Now that a genius has died in Violet Sun Valley, of course I don’t feel good about it! 

Moreover speaking, do you know that even though we have a lot of god grade geniuses in Cloudy Qilin 

Clan, but there aren’t many who could match up to that lower realm genius!” 

 “Alright, alright, I know. He was indeed very talented and anyway I’m not even as incredible as him 

when I was young. But he’s already gone so saying all these…..” 

 Sage Dong was advising him when he suddenly saw Sage Wu Ding pat the table hard, as he stood up 

from his seat. 

 “What are you doing?” 

 Sage Dong frowned and raised his head up. 

 Sage Wu Ding’s expression was very colourful. It was mixed with terror, ecstasy, puzzlement, loss and 

various other expressions as his eyes totally didn’t fall upon Sage Dong. Instead he was staring straight 

ahead as though he was possessed. 

 Sage Dong frowned as he went up and patted him on the shoulder, “I say…. Old Man Wu Ding, you…. 

are you alright?” 

 This old man was especially headstrong when he was young so surely he wouldn’t have taken a change 

for the worse after he got old right? Just this small setback and it had already caused him to go mad? 

 Sage Wu Ding seemed as though he did not notice him as his eyes opened wide and mumbled to 

himself, “How is this possible? How could such a matter have happened? This must be my illusion…. It’s 

simply inconceivable…..” 
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“Hey, are you alright? Surely you haven’t gone into Qi Deviation from yesterday’s practicing of work skill 

right?” The more Sage Dong looked at him, the more he felt that something was wrong. 

 Sage Wu Ding then suddenly recalled his senses as he heard what Sage Dong was saying and couldn’t 

help but open his eyes wide and blew his moustache. 

 “What Qi Deviation? How could I possibly go into Qi Deviation! Old Man Dong, something big has 

happened!” 

 “What big matter has happened?” 

 “I suddenly sensed that the lower realm genius in Violet Sun Valley, had…. had actually came back to 

life!” 



 Sage Dong went into a blank thinking that he must have heard wrongly, “What? Come back to life? 

Didn’t you say it yourself that that genius had already died in Qilin tablet? Have your senses gone awry? 

But that shouldn’t be so. Haven’t you said that Qilin tablet’s energy wasn’t enough and before he killed 

the spiritual beast Qilin, it’s not possible for him to leave. If he really came back to life, doesn’t that 

mean…. mean…..” 

 Sage Dong really couldn’t continue his words because the thought of that appearing in his mind was 

simply too shocking! 

 Among the god grade geniuses in Cloudy Qilin Clan’s long history, no one had been able to kill spiritual 

beast Qilin and to pass through the Qilin tablet refinement. But if that lower realm genius did it… 

 Didn’t that mean that he was the first person among Cloudy Qilin Clan’s geniuses to have done so? 

 This sort of thing was just too ridiculous because he was after all born in the lower realm. Under the 

scarcity of limited resources and cultivation methods, how could such a genius possibly appear? Was he 

still allowing others to survive? 

 This absolutely could not possibly have happened! 

 However, after Sage Wu Ding heard that, he shook his head. 

 “What does it mean? Meaning he killed the spiritual beast Qilin? The truth is just that!” 

 “What?? How could it be possible?? I don’t believe in such a matter! Your senses must have gone 

wrong!” 
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 Sage Wu Ding bore a humiliated expression, “Who am I? How could my senses possibly have gone 

wrong! I didn’t believe it initially but after that lower realm genius came back to life, the Profound 

Energy fluctuations in Violet Sun Valley turned volatile and even the exterior array could have possibly 

cracked from it…. no, not possibly… heavens, Violet Sun Valley’s barrier array had been shattered from 

the inside! Too scary…..” 

 Sage Wu Ding sensed a new wave of Profound Energy fluctuation as his eyes popped out in surprise, 

just short of his jaw dropping onto the ground. 

 If it wasn’t something which he had sensed personally and believed that his senses wouldn’t be wrong, 

then even he himself would not believe that such a matter had happened. 

 Just where did this lower realm genius come from? Why was his innate talent so ridiculously strong to 

such an extent? 

 Every single time he had assumed that this man was already genius enough, the other party always had 

ways to refresh his understanding, coming out with even more unbelievable stuff! 

 Sage Dong was completely dazed, “Shattered the barrier? I say, Old Man Wu Ding, now I’m absolutely 

certain that you’ve really gone into Qi Deviation. To come out with such hallucination, your illness really 

isn’t light!” 



 If it was usual times, according to Sage Wu Ding’s character, he would absolutely scold him back as it 

was not possible for him to allow anyone else to suspect his own judgement? 

 But right now, he actually couldn’t say a single word of rebuttal. 

 A genius practitioner of such standard had far surpassed his imagination. Even if they were the God 

Realm Clan’s core members, they had never met this kind of genius before. 

 For Sage Dong to have such suspicions, it simply was absolutely normal matter! 

 But things had not come to a conclusion yet as Violet Sun Valley had once again emitted another set of 

news—— 
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Following Violet Sun Valley’s barrier being shattered, Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region’s Heaven and Earth 

Profound Qi was almost sucked dry! 

 This kind of situation seemed to only have one kind of possibility, and that was someone was advancing 

in the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region! 

 Furthermore, it was at least an advancement into ninth stage realm! 

 To the extent there was a possibility of advancing to tenth stage realm from the way the Profound 

Energy fluctuations were attracted! 

 There was an age limit to entering Violet Sun Valley’s refinement. Only those genius practitioners under 

thirty were able to obtain the qualification to enter. 

 Generally, those under thirty’s who were able to advance into the eighth stage realm were already 

considered extremely outstanding in God Realm and generally they were the top figures among the god 

grade geniuses to do that. 

 As for those who had advanced into the ninth stage realm before they turned thirty, only those peerless 

geniuses from God Realm’s large Clans throwing in an extensive amount of resources would be able to 

manage that. This wasn’t just merely a matter of god grade innate talent because cultivation was after 

all not only about exhausting resources, but also burning money. Without the clan’s full support, no 

matter how genius that person was, it wasn’t possible to advance that quickly! 

 Although he wasn’t sure how old that lower realm genius was, but no matter what it wasn’t possible 

that he had reached thirty years old, right? 

 Just what stage realm was he advancing into?? 

 By now Sage Dong had slowly accepted reality as he slowly regained his senses. In the end upon one 

glance, he discovered that Sage Wu Ding’s face seemed to have been struck by lightning as he was 

standing in a daze by the side. 

 He hurriedly headed over and patted Sage Wu Ding, “What’s the matter? What happened this time? 

Surely it couldn’t be that your senses really made a mistake? Or that lower realm genius died again?” 



 “Pui pui pui, you crow beak!” Sage Wu Ding regained his senses as he stared angrily at him. 

 He recounted the situation which he had sensed earlier and described it to Sage Dong. 

 Sage Dong simply could not believe such a matter was happening but Sage Wu Ding’s words seemed 

irrefutable so he could only treat it as it was real. 

 Once he had accepted this installation, it seemed that whatever shocking matter which the lower realm 

genius had done could be accepted logically. 

 Sage Dong thought about it and said, “What you’re saying isn’t totally impossible! Tenth stage realm is a 

little too ridiculous but if that lower realm genius is just twenty seven or eight years old, advancing into 

the ninth stage realm is very normal. Lower realm’s resources might be a tad too little but his innate 

talent is right there so how could he possibly be compared on the same level as an ordinary earth grade 

genius?” 

 “Ai, you don’t know this, that intense Profound Energy fluctuation had already broken Violet Sun 

Valley’s barrier! In future all Cloudy Qilin Clan’s practitioners are not able to enter it anymore! This 

abnormal might…. Even if I asked myself honestly, when I was advancing into the tenth stage realm, it 

had never happened before! He might really be advancing into the tenth stage realm! A thirty year old 

tenth stage realm…..” 

 Sage Wu Ding shuddered as he gave himself a huge fright. 

 Sage Dong was much more stable, “How can you and me be compared to this kind of genius? Haven’t 

you said it yourself? He’s the first practitioner in the entire Cloudy Qilin Clan’s history to have passed the 

Qilin tablet’s refinement successfully so the reward which he obtained might be extremely astonishing, 

something which you and I could not imagine! Perhaps when he’s advancing, he has obtained a huge 

amount of resources and with numerous Profound Energy as reward, matching with his own innate 

talent, this isn’t something impossible!” 

 Sage Wu Ding blinked, “It really seems so since you’ve put it in such a way…..” 

 Sage Dong replied, “Right? My guess is logical and reasonable, it’s because you’re too anxious.” 

 Sage Wu Ding recollected his thoughts for a moment and finally nodded, “Looks like what you said 

shouldn’t be wrong…..” 
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Actually, Sage Dong’s guess towards the actual scenario which had happened to Li Moying was 

especially close. 

 Li Moying had indeed obtained a huge amount of Profound Energy replenishment after he killed the 

spiritual beast Qilin, hence obtaining the foundation of breaking through. 

 But Sage Dong could never have guessed that Li Moying was already a ninth stage realm peak 

practitioner in his past life. His memories had been activated during the full moon’s night under both 



activation of memories and provocation, he was able to succeed in advancing under coincidental 

opportunity. 

 Furthermore, the most important thing was something which both Sages would never have expected in 

their wildest dreams. Li Moying was merely twenty one years old this year, much younger than what 

Sage Dong and Sage Wu Ding had expected. So it was foreseeable that based on his innate talent, 

breaking through to the tenth stage realm would not require a long wait of ten years or so….. 

 Sage Dong continued, “But for the clan to come out with such a genius, it indeed is worth celebrating! 

Moreover, we should also try to bring him back to the main branch of the clan as soon as possible so 

that we won’t delay his future! We had better hurry over to meet the Clan Leader and tell him this good 

news! We can also give You Da Zhuang a tight slap on his face at the same time!” 

 However, Wu Ding shook his head. 

 “Forget it, Clan Leader is really in closed door cultivation. The last time I was in a hurry to save him and 

under such a precarious situation hence I just went up directly to ask for a meeting. But now that lower 

realm genius had already gotten himself out of the crisis so we need not be hasty this time round. Let’s 

wait for Clan Leader to come out from his closed door cultivation then talk about it. Moreover speaking, 

he’s still so young and had already successfully advanced to the ninth stage realm. There should be no 

problems for him to ascend successfully in future. There’s still time for him to undergo some experience 

learning there then nurturing him when he arrives at God Realm later on.” 

 Sage Dong nodded, “What you said is right as well… but this is really a huge joyous matter. I’d not 

expected that after so many years, among the disciples which we Cloudy Qilin Clan had put in our best 

efforts to nurture the disciples in the clan, Clan Master still hasn’t picked any satisfactory candidate to 

be his successor. But in the end, such a genius is discovered from the lower realm…..” 

 “That’s right, in future when he returns to the clan, I wonder what kind of commotion will he raise….” 

 Sage Wu Ding thought about the intense fighting among the clan’s different factions and couldn’t help 

but go into deep thoughts. 

 …. 

 In Violet Sun Valley. 

 Li Moying’s advancement finally entered the ending stage. 

 The frequency of thunder and lightning in the sky started to subside and the surrounding rampaging 

thunder attributed energy also started to become stable and peaceful. 

 After Li Moying had finally completed his succession from failure, there was an evolution to his physical 

body’s physique. 

 Under the effect from Heaven & Earth Code, the wounds on his body started to heal slowly and his 

freshly grown skin was supple and smooth, crystal clear like jade and under the refraction from the 

electric currents, it seemed to give off a dim glow. 

 Just taking one look at him and one could distinctly feel that his perfectly good-looking sculpted body 

contained a terrifying powerful energy, as an unexcelled aura was emitted from his bones! 



 After he shed his mortal body and underwent an exchange of bones, his meridians and dantian were 

much more tenacious and spacious than before, allowing him to accommodate up to ten times the 

energy. 

 Li Moying’s body had been swept along by electric currents as he suspended in mid-air while thunder 

attributed energy seeped into his body, flowing along his meridians as it continued to revolve. 

 Every single time his Profound Energy went one cycle, his meridians would be strengthened once again 

as the condensation of his Profound Energy in his body was raised to a new level. 

 Over and over again, as it kept on repeating the cycle. 

 This was an extremely slow process and it varied among different people’s innate talent which might 

last between several hours to several days. 
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After Huang Yueli saw Li Moying entering the stability stage, she heaved a long sigh of relief. 

 Even though she wasn’t aware of what price Li Moying had paice in his past life, she instinctively felt 

extremely worried. 

 Advancement to each practitioner had a certain amount of risk to it. Moreover, Li Moying had 

continuously broken through two large realms within ten over days and there was a possibility of an 

unstable foundation. 

 Luckily, everyone was still rather smooth. 

 The process of Li Moying absorbing the energy lasted for seven days and seven nights. 

 At last, the electric currents slowly dissipated and Li Moying steadily landed on the ground. 

 His peach blossom eyes which had been tightly shut slowly opened and an electric current flashed past 

his eyes as there was a deeper sense of reservation in his cold and penetrative eyes. 

 Huang Yueli cried out with joy and shock, “You…. you’ve advanced successfully! That’s right, the 

Profound Energy fluctuations from you is indeed that of the ninth stage realm!” 

 Li Moying nodded as his gentle gaze fell onto her sweet looking face, “Li’er, I’ve made you worried. I’m 

already in the ninth stage realm right now and I can protect you properly….” 

 Huang Yueli pouted, “I can take care of myself, I don’t need to rely on you!” 

 Although she said that, but she still ran swiftly into Li Moying’s arms. 

 Li Moying locked on to her waist tightly as he lowered his head and planted a kiss on her cheek while 

laughing in adoration, “You don’t need me to protect you, I’m the one who wants to stick to you 

shamelessly!” 

 Huang Yueli snorted and was just about to say something when she felt something nudging around her 

neck as she got a fright. 



 She lowered her head to discover that a little Qilin had snuck out from Li Moying’s top around his chest. 

It seemed to have grown a little larger and the scales on its body didn’t seem to be that soft anymore as 

it felt much tougher to the touch. 

 Apparently this little Qilin had also advanced. But because Li Moying’s aura was just too strong, hence 

he had covered its advancement fluctuations. 

 This little thing was obviously not at ease as it kept moving around, as though it was trying to stop its 

Master and his fiancée from Sacred Phoenix Race from getting intimate. 

 Li Moying lowered his head several times and whenever he wanted to kiss Huang Yueli, this little thing 

kept interrupting them. 

 Huang Yueli’s face turned green as she stared at Little Qilin and said, “If you continue to make trouble, 

I’ll cut you up into pieces and make barbecue meat out of you!” 

 Little Qilin seemed as though it understood what she was saying as it gave off a terrified cry, “Aw aw 

aw…..” 

 Li Moying couldn’t help but bursted out laughing as he placed his hand on little Qilin’s back and kept it 

away. At the same time he lowered his head towards Huang Yueli and said, “Why are you thinking about 

barbecued meat? Are you hungry? Let’s grab time quickly and keep all the treasures in Violet Sun Valley, 

then…..” 

 “Then? Then go and eat?” Huang Yueli blinked her large eyes as she asked puzzledly. 

 Li Moying laughed but a chilly murderous intent arose in the depths of his eyes! 

 “I’ll bring you to have something first, then…. we still have a huge debt, which we should settle 

properly!” 

 These days when his consciousness was blurry in the Qilin tablet, the most images which appeared in 

his mind, other than the scene where Huang Yueli self-exploded, was the scene where she was pushed 

down the cliff by Murong Fei. 

 At that moment, his heart almost stopped and that ultimate terrifying feeling still stayed at the depths 

of his heart until now. 

 “Murong Fei, Li Lingchuan and Leng Yi Feng! Looks like I’ve been too merciful for these few years to 

allow you guys to have the guts – to think that you can provoke me?” 
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Huang Yueli heard his frigid words and a smile curled up on her lips. 

 In his past life, Mu Chengying had never been a merciful man but in this lifetime, Li Moying seemed to 

be much gentler this time as compared to the long ranger in his past life. 

 But if one really ruffled his feathers, the consequences would absolutely be extremely miserable. 



 Murong Fei and the others were definitely going to be in deep trouble this time round. She wasn’t sure 

how they were going to die so it really made her feel a little sympathy for them….. 

 Huang Yueli quickly noticed another important point. 

 “Wait, the Violet Sun Valley that you mentioned, do you mean that valley which we had been doing the 

refinement in for the past few days? How do you know the valley’s name? And what kind of treasures 

are there in the valley? Let’s hurry and go retrieve it!” 

 She had already declared Murong Fei and the other’s death sentence and knew that these few scums 

weren’t able to escape from Li Moying’s hand hence she totally didn’t bother about them as her 

attention was shifted aside very quickly. 

 In comparison, she still felt that treasures were a greater attraction for her. 

 Li Moying took a look at her and said, “Remember that stone tablet which we found in the core region? 

That is the mechanism which Cloudy Qilin Clan uses to assess god grade geniuses, which is also known as 

Qilin tablet. The exterior of the valley which is used to filer earth grade and heaven grade geniuses is 

known as Violet Sun Valley. I’ve passed through god grade geniuses’ final refinement hence a lot of 

information regarding Cloudy Qilin Clan automatically merged into my memories…..” 

 As the reward for passing the stage, I’ve obtained a huge amount of Profound Energy. Other than that, 

Qlin tablet also had a huge reserve of medicinal pills and Profound Armaments and some are god grade 

and all these now belong to me…..” 

 “Ah ah ah, god grade Profound Armament! Aren’t those God Relics then? I want to see, I want to see, 

quickly bring me there!” Huang Yueli grabbed on to his sleeve excitedly. 

 Li Moying shook his head and laughed as he knew that this young lass would act in exactly this way…. 

 “Alright, let’s head over now! But my potential exploded due to the full moon and accidentally pierced 

through the Qilin tablet so I’m not sure if the treasures inside are affected or not…..” 

 Huang Yueli’s face turned black, “What? How could you be such a wastrel! Even damaging God Relics!” 

 Li Moying held on to his arrogantly pampered fiancée gently as they returned back to the position 

where the Qilin tablet was. 

 Regarding Violet Sun Valley’s exterior barrier array, it had also been shattered by Li Moying accidentally 

when he was advancing so a lot of Violet Sun Valley’s thunder attributed Profound Energy, other than 

the portion which Li Moying had already absorbed, had all dispersed out. 

 Without high density thunder attributed energy, Violet Sun Valley’s magical beasts totally disappeared. 

 The two of them didn’t meet with any obstruction in their entire journey and they soon reached the 

core region. 

 Huang Yueli took a quick look at the ground to see that the Qilin tablet’s top part had been blown away, 

revealing a dark space below. 



 Luckily the Treasure Depository was right at the bottom layer level of the Qilin tablet and had not been 

affected much so most of the items inside were still intact. 

 Huang Yueli’s eyes shone immediately when she saw the treasures and she let go of Li Moying’s hand 

immediately as she excitedly rushed into the Treasure Depository. 

 “Wa, although there are not many things here but each piece of it are really treasures! I think I read 

about this bottle of heaven level smelted god pill in an ancient record some time ago. Practitioners 

below the fifth stage realm who take one piece of half God level pills will immediately breakthrough a 

large realm! Even for ninth stage realm practitioners who take it will be able to have a huge 

breakthrough in their speed of cultivation…” 

 “This Nine Transformations Soul Recall Pill is said to have the effect of reviving one from the dead!” 
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“Good pill, really good pills! Quick, quick, quick, keep it!” 

 “And what other pill is this, Nefarious Bewitching Thoughts Pill? I’ve never heard of this…. anyway it 

must be some good stuff so let’s keep it first!” 

 Huang Yueli looked left and right as she kept on crying out excitedly as she kept all the medicinal pills 

into the Sky Phoenix Ring. 

 After browsing through the medicinal pills, she turned towards Cloudy Qilin Clan’s collection of 

Profound Armaments. 

 These Profound Armaments were mostly half God relics and each and every piece were extremely 

practical rare treasures as its might was extremely strong. 

 Among those were a few pieces of God Relics. 

 Seeing these, Huang Yueli was so excited that she almost lost herself as she pounced over to pick up 

every single piece while taking a careful look. 

 “It’s too incredible! How is this even casted? The array patterns can actually be engraved in this way? 

I’ve tried that several times in my past time and had never succeeded at it! God Realm’s Armaments 

Masters could actually finish this?” 

 “And this here, there must definitely be a special smelting method…” 

 She looked left and right and was totally smitten over it as she even forgot the time. 

 Li Moying stood at the entrance as his gentle gaze followed her wherever she went, with a slight smile 

beneath his eyes. 

 This young lass…. she indeed lost herself whenever she saw high levelled Profound Armaments, exactly 

the same as in her past life. 



 He raised up his head and looked at the sky. A bright moon had already ascended into the night sky, 

apparently it’s already night time. 

 But he didn’t call out to remind Huang Yueli, merely allowing her to do as she wished as he silently 

protected her. 

 After a long, long time, Huang Yueli had finally satisfied her first level of curiosity, keeping a large 

portion of the Profound Armaments. 

 She picked out a God levelled long sword and a god levelled Armour as she passed it to Li Moying. 

 “These two pieces are much better than what you’re using right now, quickly change into it! Especially 

this long sword, it is refined with the resonance smelting method which is much better than the 

Amethyst Light Sword and suits your movements. Furthermore, it’s also attached with three kinds of 

god grade thunder attributed Profound Skills. Try it and you’ll know.” 

 Li Moying smiled as he received it, “I don’t need to try and I also know, whatever my Li’er said must be 

correct!” 

 Huang Yueli raised her chin complacently, “It’s good that you know!” 

 Li Moying tried to wave the long sword and it indeed was more compatible with himself. His heart was 

deeply moved because having such an intelligent fiancée was really too fortunate. 

 But he turned back only to discover Huang Yueli staring at Profound Armaments again. 

 Li Moying laughed out, “Why so fascinated? It’s not the first time you’ve seen a God Relic! Don’t you 

already have a God Relic, Sky Phoenix Ring, on you?” 

 Hearing this, Huang Yueli went into a pause, “Speaking of the Sky Phoenix Ring….. no wonder I felt 

sensing that there’s something strange about the God Relics in Qilin tablet. These God Relics, although 

the might is extremely powerful but as compared to the Sky Phoenix Ring, the disparity is a little too 

huge isn’t it!” 

 There wasn’t only space in the Sky Phoenix Ring, it was also able to seal a spiritual spirit’s spirit body like 

Wang Cai in it and also came with Saint Spring and various planting functions. It even could be upgraded 

according to her own ability, advancing accordingly… 

 In comparison, the God Relics in Qilin tablet appeared a tad too ordinary. Those were merely more 

powerful in terms of attack and defence and the attaching Profound Skills made it more formidable 

while some even had its own spirit artifacts. 

 Li Moying’s eyes also flashed past a smirk of deep thought. 

 “In this case, the grade of your Sky Phoenix Ring must be a much higher grade of God Relic! Even 

though all of them are God Relics, but it should be split up into different kinds of levels!” 
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Huang Yueli’s fingers touched her chin as she said seemingly in thoughts, “In this way, my luck isn’t that 

bad at all! Luckily it wasn’t a wasted effort for me to bring it out even though it almost killed me.” 

 Speaking of that, the Sky Phoenix Ring was a treasure which she obtained when she cooperated with 

Mu Chengying together on experience learning for the very first time. 

 They were both in seventh stage realm then and it took quite an huge effort to get this treasure into her 

hands but in the end, it was just fragments and totally could not be used, so it was extremely 

disappointing for her. 

 Whoever knew that many years later, Huang Yueli had actually died because of it, whereas this dusty 

treasure had been restored because of that? 

 Li Moying apparently thought of the past as a faint smile appeared on his lips. 

 But following that, his expression sunk again. 

 If it wasn’t for the Sky Phoenix Ring, he and Huang Yueli would have been separated for so many years… 

to tell the truth this thing wasn’t very auspicious. 

 However, as this treasure had an extremely high levelled existence among the God Relics, perhaps it 

might be hiding some secret….. 

 But these were merely his guesses as Li Moying didn’t voice these out. 

 After Huang Yueli kept away all the treasures in Qilin tablet, she turned back to say to the man beside 

her, “Let’s go, it’s time for us to leave! Celestial Light Sect’s people all probably thought you’re already 

dead and if they see us appearing, just how shocked would they be! I can’t wait to go back and take care 

of those few pieces of trash!” 

 Li Moying shook his head, “Wait a minute, there’s one more thing…..” 

 “What thing?” Huang Yueli blinked as she had a puzzled look on her face. 

 Li Moying continued, “Previously when we were trapped in Violet Sun Valley, we don’t know what 

happened in the exterior boundary of the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region but now, I should be able to sense 

everything that’s happening in the mystic region….it seems that someone has stayed behind in the 

Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region and had not left!” 

 Huang Yueli went into a pause, “What? Could it be that there’s someone who had met with danger and 

missed the gathering timing?” 

 “Should be different from what you’re thinking of.” 

 Li Moying saw her puzzled look and didn’t make any explanation. Instead he held her little hand and 

walked through the dense forest then after making a few turns, they came to the front of a cave. 

 In the cave were several ashen faced practitioners who looked towards them, each bearing expressions 

of shock and joy. 



 “El….. Eldest Senior Brother…. You’re really…. really alright! Heavens, really scared me to death! I knew 

it… I knew that your ability is so strong and you definitely would not be harmed by that despicable villain 

like Li Lingchuan!” 

 Luo Jiyun looked at them both and immediately pounced over as he started crying out of extreme 

happiness. 

 Mo Yi and the rest also started to crowd over. The Shadow Guards were reserved in their emotions, 

unlike Luo Jiyun who was half a Young Master, crying as he wished. But it was obvious that all of them 

were emotionally moved from their abnormal looks. 

 They searched around the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region for a very long time and were almost about to 

give up hope, thinking that perhaps something had really happened to Li Moying. 

 It was based on their irreconcilable thoughts which made them last till today. 

 But they had not expected that Li Moying had appeared on his own. 

 This was indeed a pleasant accidental surprise! 

 Li Moying was hugged by Luo Jiyun and initially he remained expressionless but after a while, he finally 

could not tolerate it any further as he frowned and pushed him aside. 

 “Alright, you’re a grown man now, what’s there to cry about? You’re so old already and acting like this 

is really too ugly. Quickly rub away your tears!” 

 Luo Jiyun then retreated slightly as he asked, “Eldest Senior Brother, how on earth did you manage to 

get out of danger?” 

Chapter 1599: A debt to settle (5) 

 

“We… we have been searching for you for over a month in the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region and we’ve 

tried many ways but eventually we still aren’t able to get around the cliff to climb down it. There are 

several times we tried to climb down but before we even reached the depth of a few meters, we were 

already surrounded by those magical beasts and almost lost our lives! There must be even more magical 

beasts in the valley below the cliff!” 

 Luo Jiyun recalled the scene where he was attacked and still had lingering fears over it. 

 Li Moying merely replied calmly, “This is a long story. I’ll tell you more about it in future. In total, the 

valley below the cliff is a refinement ground for Cloudy Qilin Clan’s geniuses so both Li’er and I have 

passed through the refinement and made it out successfully.” 

 “Ah? Refinement grounds??” 

 Hearing that, Luo Jiyun and the Shadow Guards all let out an interested expression with an obvious 

intent that they wanted to head in and try as well. 

 Li Moying swept a glance past them and said, “Violet Sun Valley is extremely dangerous and it’s only 

suitable for thunder attributed practitioners to go on experience learning. For those with thunder 



attributed innate talents of ninth grade and below to enter such a place has almost zero chances of 

survival!” 

 “Ah…..” Luo Jiyun heard that and his face turned as red as a tomato immediately as the expression on 

his face collapsed. 

 But very quickly, he turned around and looked at Huang Yueli, “But, isn’t Sister-in-law she…. isn’t her 

attribute under fire? How could she possibly stay in the valley for such a long time?” 

 Huang Yueli was all smiles as she looked at him and said, “Because….. very coincidentally, my thunder 

attribute innate talent just happens to be ninth grade!” 

 “What??” 

 When everyone heard that, their mouths were agape as their tongues were tied as their jaws almost fell 

onto the ground. 

 After some time, Luo Jiyun spoke out stammering, “You… Si…. Sis-in-law, you’re not joking right? You…. 

you’re just too… too abnormal!” 

 Huang Yueli’s fire attributed innate talent was something which everyone could tell, and it was at least 

a ninth grade upper level innate talent! With such an innate talent, she was already considered as a top 

rated unexcelled genius in the entire Soaring Heavens Continent! Plus the fact that she was also a 

talented Armament Master, well versed in array skills… that itself was already very scary. 

 In the end she actually said that she also had a ninth grade talent in thunder attributed innate talent?? 

 How could this possibly be true? 

 Luo Jiyun thought that he himself was an eighth grade metal attributed talent and was already one of 

the famous geniuses in South Sky Region so it was hard for him to imagine just what was it like to be of 

dual ninth grade talents? 

 Huang Yueli looked at his dazed look and actually wanted to tease him but recalling that they had an 

even more important matter to deal with, hence she didn’t tangle too long on this topic. 

 “Alright, all of you are injured so you’d better take these pills first! After that let’s hurry and be on our 

way!” 

 “Be on our way?” 

 Everyone went into a blank. 

 Huang Yueli’s delicate face revealed an icy cold intent, “That’s right, hurry back to Celestial Light Sect to 

settle a debt! Li Lingchuan and Murong Fei have such guts to dare to scheme my man, so they must pay 

a corresponding price for it!” 

 When she said that, all of them started to stand up with their blood boiling. 

 “That’s right, these few villains are just too shameless, how dare they dare to take action against our 

Master!” 



 “That dumba*s really thought that sitting onto Young Sect Master’s position meant that he could really 

be comparable to our Master? Hadn’t he even taken a piss and took a look at his own reflection in it! A 

mere Celestial Light Sect, Master can’t even be bothered about it!” 

 “Master is just giving Sect Master face, hence tolerated with them for such a long time, did they think 

that he’s afraid! This time…. We absolutely cannot let it rest!” 

 Everyone was fired up as righteous indignation filled their chests as they couldn’t wait to rush back to 

Celestial Light Sect immediately, dragging Li Lingchuan and Murong Fei out to whip their corpses one 

hundred times! 

Chapter 1600:A debt to settle (6) 

 

After they had finally swore their loyalty, everyone suddenly realised that something was amiss. 

 They all recalled the scene earlier only to realise where the problem was. 

 The person who said those bold and visionary words, wasn’t…. Li Moying but Huang Yueli! 

 Everyone was dishevelled. 

 What was wrong with that? Shouldn’t it had been Li Moying who appeared to teach those people who 

had schemed on his fiancée a lesson? But why did it turn out to be Huang Yueli who said such words? 

And even saying such things making the fellow who schemed “her man” to pay a corresponding price….. 

 This feeling…. was too indisposed! 

 However, Li Moying’s lips secretly curled upwards as he stood by the side. 

 His Li’er was always like this, always protecting him as part of what she should do and never hiding 

behind him just because her battle power couldn’t match up to his. 

 Although he had the ability and determination to protect his beloved woman, but every time he saw 

Huang Yueli fight back indignantly because of him, his heart would always feel touched. 

 Huang Yueli retrieved pills from the Sky Phoenix Ring and distributed them to everyone accordingly. 

 These pills were all sixth level upper grade and above and it unsurprisingly caused gasps of exclamation 

among everyone. 

 Huang Yueli generously gave each person a bottle and finally she walked to the front of Yuan Zeyu. 

 Not knowing what these people had experienced in the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region, Yuan Zeyu had long 

lost that elegant demeanour gentlemanly look. On the contrary, there were many broken and worn out 

holes on his clothes and some were even stained with blood as his face was filled with patches of green 

and purple bruises. It looked like he had suffered quite a lot during the learning experience. 

 But Huang Yueli could also sense that the Profound Energy fluctuations from him, had evidently 

increased by quite a bit….. 

 “You’ve advanced? And advanced by a large realm?” Huang Yueli queried in shock and joy. 



 When Yuan Zeyu had just followed her into the Cloudy Qilin Mystic Region, his cultivation was only at 

fourth stage realm and if it wasn’t for her as his Mistress, there was no way that he could get a quota 

into the mystic region. 

 But now, he had already become a fifth stage realm practitioner. 

 Based on Yuan Zeyu’s innate talent, this cultivation speed was rather astonishing. 

 Yuan Zeyu nodded and said, “That’s right, I’ve encountered some chances in the Cloudy Qilin Mystic 

Region and ran into a bit of luck so I grabbed the chance and advanced successfully…” 

 Hearing that, Mo Yi couldn’t help but butted in, “Third Miss, Brother Yuan had been extremely 

hardworking in searching for chances as his entire thoughts were that he absolutely could not let Third 

Miss lose face…..” 

 When Huang Yueli heard that, joy filled her face as she nodded her head and said, “Yuan Zeyu, you’ve 

indeed given me a surprise. I’d not expected that you’d choose to stay on in the mystic region.” 

 A complicated emotion flashed past Yuan Zeyu as he shook his head vigorously, “Since I’ve already 

signed the Master-Servant Contract, I should naturally do what I should do. Actually I’m not the only one 

who worked hard. Brother Mo Yi and the others had all obtained breakthroughs in the mystic region so 

what I’ve achieved isn’t really very outstanding.” 

 These weren’t merely humble words. 

 The practitioners who had chosen to stay behind this time round to search for Li Moying had all met 

with various kinds of dangers and at the same time, they had continuously obtained breakthroughs amid 

the crisis! 

 Mo Yi was the fastest in terms of advancement and he had already reached the sixth stage realm peak, 

just one step short of advancing into the seventh stage realm. 

 The remaining others had also advanced by a large realm. 

 Huang Yueli nodded her head satisfactorily as she said, “Be assured, following me….. you will not regret 

it!” 

 


